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Motivation Theory

- Motivation is a fundamental tool in establishing adherence to a therapy regimen or task scenario and in promoting behavior change
- Extrinsic motivation has been shown to be less effective than intrinsic motivation for long-term task compliance and behavior change
- Intrinsic motivation can be influenced by factors external to the user
- Positive verbal feedback has potential to increase intrinsic motivation
- Indirect competition, where user competes against ideal outcome, also can increase user enjoyment on the task
- Optimal challenge level on task for the user very effective for motivation

Research Goals

The specific aims of the study were to analyze:
1) The effects of verbal praise and encouragement on the participant’s enjoyment level of the task;
2) The participant’s actions in response to motivational prompts from the robot to increase performance on the task;
3) The effects of online adaptation of the task, in response to the performance level of the participant, for the purpose of increasing the intrinsic motivation of the user to complete the task.

Experiment Scenario

- Memory game similar to Simon, with three buttons: A, B, C
- Buttons placed at separate positions around the room to introduce a physical component to the game
- Robot gives user sequence of button presses to remember and repeat
- Robot reports score to user (correctness + time on task) after each sequence is attempted

Robot Platform

Bandit II
- Biomimetic anthropomorphic robot: expressive humanoid robot torso, mounted on a Pioneer mobile base
- 19 DOF and expressive face: 7 DOF in each arm, 2 in the neck, 2 in mouth, and 1 in each eyebrow
- Laser range finder used to actively track users

Experiment Conditions

Report:
- Baseline condition
- Robot is game instructor/evaluator
- No praise or reassurance given
- No explicit motivation for improvement
- Sequence difficulty increases at constant rate (from 3 to 9 buttons)

Praise:
- Robot provides praise when user gets sequence correct, and reassures them when they fail
- E.g., “Good job. That was fast!” or “Unlucky, it was BCB, not BCA”
- Robot challenges user to improve time on past sequences they have completed correctly
- Sequence difficulty increases at constant rate (3-9)

Challenge:
- Robot provides praise and reassurance, as in Praise condition
- Sequence difficulty is modified using online adaptation according to user performance
- Adaptation goal is for user to reach “optimal challenge” level with respect to their abilities
- Robot occasionally has the user repeat sequences and challenges the user to improve performance (faster time)

Adaptation Procedure

- Documented condition: baseline
- Participant Challenge Rank (Most: 1, Least: 3)
- Participant Frustration Rank (Most: 1, Least: 3)
- Participant Enjoyment Rank (Most: 1, Least: 3)

Pilot Experimental Results

- 10 university students with engineering background were recruited to take part in all three conditions of the study
- Order of conditions counter-balanced
- Participants ranked conditions according to:
  - Enjoyment
  - Frustration
  - Challenge level

Discussion and Future Work

- Data collected found to be consistent with Hypotheses 2-4. Hypothesis 1 not in agreement with survey results.
- 79 participants with logged performance found that the most enjoyable condition was the one in which they performed the best.
- Verbal praise increased enjoyment, but minor factor in comparison to user performance.
- Online adaptation based on user performance showed most promise for increasing enjoyment level, however not appropriate for all users.
- Future work includes adding direct user input to improve general adaptation procedure.
- Cognitive load in task detracts from interaction between user and the robot. Future work includes modifying the task to ease the cognitive component and working with participants from target population in need of assistance.